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Good afternoon, Kristin and Rick,
 
Attached please find a letter for your consideration, drafted by several HTTS providers along with David Gates.
 
Please reach out with questions.
 
We appreciate your time and consideration,
Marian
 
Marian Frattarola‐Saulino, MSW
(Pronouns: she, her, hers)
 
Co‐Founder | Executive Director, Values Into Action
Board Chair, the Alliance for Citizen Directed Supports
Board Chair, the Collaborative for Citizen Directed Supports‐New Jersey
W: www.valuesintoaction.org |  www.citizendirectedsupports.org |  www.thecollaborativenj.org
E:  marians@viapa.org 
E‐Fax:  215.717.4658
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Kristin Ahrens

Deputy Secretary

PA Department of Human Services 

Office of Developmental Programs

625 Forster Street Room 502 


Harrisburg PA 17120

August 19, 2021

Dear Deputy Secretary Ahrens,


A small group of qualified Housing Transition and Tenancy Sustaining Services (HTTS) providers in conjunction with the PA Health Law Project have been meeting in an effort to provide more accurate information regarding the costs of providing HTTS  as the Office of Developmental Programs (ODP) works to refresh and update these rates, alongside the I/DD and Autism Waivers.


We have invited all HTTS providers to join us in submitting this letter for your consideration.

We are requesting the HTTS Rate assumptions to be updated and refreshed using the recommendations.  Our points include the following:

1) Direct Service Wages- HTTS assumption ($13.85 to $17.04) is based on the wages of a Direct Support Professional/Worker and are unfortunately, significantly lower than those of a Supports Broker ($17.94 to $23.06) and Supports Coordinator ($23.03 - $31.08) assumptions.  However, the level of skill and breadth of subject matter expertise with which HTTS practitioners need to qualify to perform this role, is much more comparable to that of a Supports Coordinator.  For example, a HHTS practitioner performs on-going assessment and location of community housing resources that aligns with a person’s interests, aspirations, financial status, support needs to such resources, and the quality of the housing resources. HTTS professionals are a combination of realtors, Supports Brokers, and legal paralegals. 

Recommendation: ODP will use the same Direct Service Wage assumption for HTTS as whatever revised Direct Service Wage assumption is adopted by ODP for Supports Coordination. 

2) Other Program Staff Wages (Supervisor) – The HTTS assumption is also lower than that of the Supports Broker and Supports Coordination with no apparent rationale for the difference.  

Recommendation: Our first priority as Community Services Providers is to use funding to ensure that wage ranges for Direct Support Professionals/Workers are adequate to recruit and retain staff with the specific qualifications needed for the service(s) they provide.  However, consideration should also be given to using supervisor wage assumptions that are commensurate with the level of expertise to properly guide, mentor and supervise HTTS professionals who provide direct service in their role. 

3) Supervision- HTTS assumes a 1:8 supervision ratio; however, the  assumption of the supervision ratio for Supports Brokers and Supports Coordinators is 1:6.  What is the basis for assuming that HTTS practitioners need less supervision than Supports Brokers and Supports Coordinators?


Recommendation: The assumption of the supervision ratio for HTTS should be the same as Supports Coordination and the Supports Broker Services, which is 1:6. 


4) Training Hours (portion of paid time off from direct/indirect service) and the Employee Training Cost- The assumption for HTTS staff is to receive half the number of training hours and half the training costs as assumed for Supports Coordinators.  

Recommendation: Given the breadth of topics that HTTS professionals need to be educated and trained adequately, the number of training hours and training costs should be the same as for Supports Coordination. HTTS professionals need to be well versed on the law regarding the Fair Housing Act and be able to attend court if needed and necessary. 

5) Indirect costs- The HTTS service definition states: “Indirect activities that cannot be billed include driving to appointments, completing service notes and progress notes, and exploring resources and developing relationships that are not specific to a participant's needs as these activities are included in the rate.”  However, the Rate Assumptions Log does not show where the cost of those activities are considered. If those costs are not part of the rate assumptions, then those costs are not “included in the rate”.  The Administration Percentage of 10% is too low to include these costs, along with all other administrative costs especially since those costs also include “Staff Recruiting Costs” (- Footnote 3, Rate Assumptions Log, p.6) 

Recommendation 1- Completion of Service and Progress Notes and exploring resources and developing relationships which may not be immediately specific to a participant’s needs but will be beneficial to all HTTS participants supported by the provider, should be considered billable services. While we recognize that this change would require an amendment to the current waiver, we strongly encourage you to consider this change as well. 

Moreover, we request an amendment to the waiver to allow billing for progress notes since this is the foundation of measuring progress toward this important outcome. 

Recommendation 2a- Assumptions for time spent on completing Service and Progress notes should be added so those costs would really be ‘included in the rate”. Time spent entering Service Notes is considered non-billable time but is built into the rate for Employment and CPS Services.

Recommendation 2b- Assumptions for time spent exploring resources and developing relationships which may not be immediately specific to a participant’s needs but will be beneficial to all HTTS participants should also be added so the rate reflects time spent on these two core HTTS activities necessary to build the foundation for this service.  These two core activities need to be done on an ongoing basis, especially with generic housing resources as they are essential to expanding and sustaining the HTTS services.  Ultimately, these activities will benefit all the provider’s clients who are receiving this service. 


Please consider these recommendations for a fair and equitable rate for this important service. The HTTS will enable Pennsylvanians using ODP Waivers to realize the intended impact of the federal Home and Community Based Services Final Rule, that housing be separate from services.  As the ODP community works to comply with the Final Rule, we, as providers of HTTS will not only impact that initiative but will ultimately assist current and future generations of waiver participants to express a most fundamental human right: choosing where and with whom they live.

Respectfully,


Michelle Stockunas,          ACHIEVA Support


Ellen Amudipes,               Amudipes Residential and Day Treatment Facilities


Renee Smith-Rickert,        Futures Community Support


Susan Rowell,                  Keystone Service Systems, Inc

Frank Bartoli,                   NEPA Inclusive


Kenneth Gibat,                 Person Driven Supports, Inc


Marian Frattarola-Saulino, Values Into Action-Pennsylvania


David Gates,                    Pennsylvania Health Law Project

